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- Important risk of several iterations in the evaluation process increased by environment “complexity”.

- TOE development environment scope.
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Focus on ALC_DVS: “ALC_DVSx–1: The evaluator determines what is necessary by first referring to the ST for any information that may assist in the determination of necessary protection.”

- Actually, it is very difficult to determine “what is necessary”
- The evaluator implicitly has to perform a development environment vulnerability analysis
Evaluator point of view (2/2)

- The CEM is generic, therefore evaluation work load is very impacted.
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- CC do not require that a risk assessment is to be performed
  - But CC require some elements that are outputs of a risk assessment approach
    - Security measures
    - Sufficiency analysis (DVS.2 level).

- An Information Security Management System (ISMS) is not required
  - But CC indirectly require a security policy $\leq$ ALC_DVS. 2–3
    - A security policy not managed by a recognized ISMS and not validated by the management could be not relevant.
Information Security Management System solution...

- Stakeholders
- Requirements
- Stakeholders satisfaction
- Management system
  - Policy
  - Organizational controls
  - Technical controls
  - Objectives
An Information Security Management System (that respects a set of defined conditions) can be a «tool» that helps to correctly answer to DVS criteria.

**Information Security Management System solution**...
Risk Analysis solution...
A risk analysis performed in the scope of an ISMS (that respects a set of defined conditions) can also be a « tool » that helps to correctly answer to DVS criteria.
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- An organization (company) develops a product and wants to obtain a certificate according to CC EAL4+ (DVS.2 and VAN.5 level).

- The company has an ISMS:
  - The TOE is developed in the scope of this ISMS.
  - The company has an ISMS policy that takes into account the fact that products are under CC evaluation.
  - The company ISMS answers to ISO/IEC 27001:2005 requirements.
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<table>
<thead>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = high on TOE dev</td>
<td>3 = high</td>
<td>3 = easy (under VAN.5 level)</td>
</tr>
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- risk acceptance criteria is **risk < 8**.
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Risk treatment

- Four possibilities:

  - ISO/IEC 27001:2005 4.2.1 f)
    - Retention
      - In case that the risk level meets acceptance criteria
    - Reduction
      - Relevant Objectives/controls are selected in order to reduce the risk
    - Avoidance
      - Risks are avoided (laptops forbidden)
    - Transfer
      - Risks are transferred
Statement Of Applicability (SOA)

- For risk Reduction, a Statement Of Applicability is written
  - Control objectives and controls selected with a rationale
  - Control objectives and controls currently implemented
  - The exclusion and justification
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ISO 27001 certification **does not give** a security level for an ISMS.

But if the ISMS is “correctly established for CC”, ISO 27001 certification answers, for a part, to environment evaluation criteria. And therefore permit CC product certification.

What do we mean by “correctly established for CC”?
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ISMS perimeter vs. TOE environment development perimeter
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TOE

ISMS perimeter.

TOE development environment scope.
Method to check if the ISMS is correctly established “for CC”:

First
- The ISMS shall be certified

The evaluator checks the risk assessment/treatment part of the ISMS using the following 4 rules:
- Assets identified in the ISMS documentation are complete and consistent with the ST.
- Evaluation & acceptance criteria correctly takes into level of attacker and TOE development issues.
- Risks that do not meet acceptance criteria must be treated (management cannot change the risk acceptance criteria).
- Risks transfer option must be evaluated.

These checks can be performed during DVS/DEL work unit evaluation.
The evaluator does not check the SOA
- No procedure, security measure evaluation
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<tbody>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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  ⇒ Gain of workload and costs reducing (70%)

No audit for DVS/DEL (covered by ISO certification)
- Audits are still to be performed for TOE related activities (CM, TAT)
  ⇒ Gain of workload and costs reducing (70%)
The evaluator does not check the SOA

- No procedure, security measure evaluation

→ Gain of workload and costs reducing (70%)

No audit for DVS/DEL (covered by ISO certification)

- Audits are still to be performed for TOE related activities (CM, TAT)

→ Gain of workload and costs reducing (70%)
The evaluator does not check the SOA
- No procedure, security measure evaluation
  ➞ Gain of workload and costs reducing (70%)

No audit for DVS/DEL (covered by ISO certification)
- Audits are still to be performed for TOE related activities (CM, TAT)
  ➞ Gain of workload and costs reducing (70%)
Advantages:
- ISMS and risk management are means for developer to be sure to succeed in DVS evaluation.
- ISMS and risk management give structured documentation easy to evaluate.
- ISO 27001 is recognized outside “CC world”.

Constraints:
- Costs induced by an 27001 certification
  - But this certification covers all products developed in the scope of the ISMS
Perform a pilot DVS/DEL evaluation
- Using the described method.

Extend this method to cover CM requirements
- By requiring “CM” controls (measures) for risk treatment.
Thank You!
Questions?